Vascular Surgery / Angiology

- The distal origin bypass as treatment option in the diabetic foot ulcer
- Long-term results after bypass in the diabetic foot syndrome – a long-term follow-up study
- PTA versus Hybrid - OP – a prospective analysis of interventions in the femoropopliteal area. A multicenter study
- Interventional procedures for the therapy of advanced pAVK - a review
- Effectivity of drug-coated balloons in the interventional treatment of pAVK
- Patency rates, major amputations and mortality after bypass graft surgery in patients with peripheral arterial disease phase IV
- Amputations and patency rates after PTA and stenting of the lower limb
- Perianastomotic flow profile and elasticity of vascular anastomoses
- Duplex sonography before and after doing sports in patients with peripheral arterial disease
- Infragenual bypass grafts – indications, risks, and long-term follow up
- Amputation rates of the leg after different operations – a long-term study
- Preoperative infections and outcome after implantation of Cronocol implants in the surgical treatment of patients suffering from stage III and stage IV PAD – a case series
- Prevalence of MRSA colonization in vascular surgery and determining factors for the postoperative course
- Increased intima media thickness of the carotis – an analysis of different ultrasonic probes and techniques as well as of interobserver variance
- Pharmacomechanical recanalization of A. Carotis occlusions - risk factors and long-term progressions